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During high power neutral beam injection (NI) in Asdex large poloidal asymmetrics
in the impurity radiation are observed. Dependent on the confinement regime [1 jvertkai
asymmetries are found in energy and particle fluxes in top and bottom divertors and arc
also measured in the main chamber by VUV-spectroscopy, by bolometer and ultra-son.-Xray (USX-) pinhole cameras. These measurements are all performed in the vertical plane.
Fig. 1 shows the asymmetric line-integrated flux profiles as seen by the USX-camera for
low confinement L-regime and for the normal high confinement H -regime close to the
L _ H transition. In the latter regime the up/down asymmetry becomes even more pronounced, while the boUom part of the profile appears to be similar to the one in single-null
discharges [2 J. The asymmetry starts to appear about 50 msec after the st art of NI.
By means of a second USX-camera mounted nearly on top of the divertoi- tokamak
also horizontal asymmetries are detected, which become especiaUy pronounced in the Hregime during high power NI ( 3.4 MWatt )
The asymmetries are also dependent on the type of H -regime, that can be establish ed .
Two types have been found: the normal H- and the B--regime, which are charaderised
by the appearance or nOD- appearance of the edge-localised mode ( ELM ). The ELM's
have Cl. strong effed on both vertical and :lOrizonbl asymmetries and seem to prevent the
impurity accumulation, that normally takes place in the quiescant n- discbarges without
ELM-adivity. As a matter of fact the accumulation of impurities seems to be closely correlated to a contraction of the radiation in the poloidal plane towards the outside of the
torus, as can be seen in fig. 2.
Changes in tbe asymmetries are seen to be related to the plasma confinement prop'erties . A possib!e candidate, that might explain the behaviour of the horizontal asymmetry
of the impurity spatial distribution, is a stong toroidal rotation due to the nearly parallel
NI. The rotation can be expected to depend on the confinement of particles a.nd energy
and has been measured spedroscopicly to be 2.10"cm/lJ, during a normal H· discharge,
in agreement with angular velocities of observed tearing modes.
The magnitude of this rotation is largely sufficient to make the centrifugal force tbe
dominant term in the momentum balance along the magnetic surfaces, yielding a. poloidal
impurity distribution tha.t in first order of f = r/ R, the inverse aspect ratio, can be
written as :
nz(9) = nz(":). (1 - '(~)' co,9)
(1)
2
UZI
Her:e the poloidal anp;le (J increases clock-wise from torus inside to outside.vz l is the impurity thermal velocity and the remaining symbols are explained after eqno. 3.
If Te and ne are constant along the lines of forc e, then the measured emissivity would
have a similar dependence on (J. The stuctures shown in fig 2. are obtained. from tbe

data of the two USX-cameras limiting tbe number of possible Fourier components in the
poloidal plane. The spatial distribution of the emissivity 1(,., 8) has then the genera! fo rm
of:
(2)
with h(,.), v(rL e(r) being the horizontal, vertical and resp. elliptic variation of the relative
emissivity 13 I.
Recen t more complete calculations show th e connection between impurity sp;:.tiai
asymme tries and the impurity accumulation.
These calculations are based on momentum equ ations in the coUisional regime fo r ~he
main plasma ioos and impurities as giveD. by Braginski 14]with the fr iction term proportional to the rebtive velocities only. Th is mean s, tb at temperatu re effects IS laTe neglected
and impu rities are treat ed as test particles. The neutral beam is assumed to produce a
rotation of the main plasma in toroidal and poloidal direction. In contrast to present
tbeories [5,6 jthe dependence of poloidal a.symmetries and of the perpendicular t ransport
of impurities from the poloidal rotation has been widely investigated. Using an expansion
inlo the inverse aspect ratio fo r a geometry of coocen tric magnetic su rfaces one ge ts in
firs t orde r of l for the average perpendicular impurity flo w < VZ. r >, defined as the ratio
of the radial flux r Z. r to the mean densi ty < RZ >, the result :
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T = Tt = T, = T z bein g the temperature, B th e toroidal field, r the minor radius of
tbe surface to be considered, Z the ionic charge, m~ , m ; the masses of impuri ties and
main plasma ions, a the plasma radius, R the major radius , q the safety fac tor, Li =
(r/ p. }.{dpi/ dr) the dimensionless radial decay length of the ion pressure. The toroidalmain
plasma velocity is assumed to have a paraboloic profile: v.,.{r) = v~O)( 1 - (r/a)'l). The
paramc'er of the poloidal rotation of the plasma ions 6 is defined as 6

= V~:I) /( Li er /e Br)'

where the poloidal rotation follows the relation Vi,1 = v~~)(I - £cosO)-1 . The last te rm
in eqn. 3 shows the d ifference between ca. (v~(r) > 0) and counter- (v.,t:(r) < 0) inject ion,
that originates fro m the d ifference in the toroidal rotation of impurities and the main
pb.sma due to fri ction. The inertial ternl produces a la.rge effect on tbe perpend icular
transport of hea.vy impuri ties, the sign of which depends on the sine-Fou ricr component a,
in the expansion nz = n~ )(1 + L::=I (am sin mO +bm cos m O)). The impurity dist ribution
has been obtained from the continuity equation V'6n~v :J , 6 = 0, assuming a quasi sleady
state equilibrium with poloidal fl ow velocities much larger than the perpendicu lar ones:
VZ.6 »vz. r· A 80lution is readily obtained , when the impurity distribution is assumed
to be fa r away from accumulation ({l/n.)(dpz/dl")« ( l /n ; ){dp;/dl"» . This is shown in
fig. 3 and 4. As expected one finds the impurities concentrating to the outside due tbe
centrifugal force. Fig, 4 shows tba.t even for co·injeclion a poloidal rotation of the size
of the diamagnetic d rift causes a st rong inward flux in the same order of magnitude as
observed in Asdex during the H" conrlOeme nt regime. On tile other hand a much larger
poloidal rotation seems to produce a very effective out ward drift. The latter could well be
used to cont rol the impurity level in divertor and limiter tokamaks.
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Fig.l USX measurements in the vertical plan'e
in m V versus diode number shortly before and
after the L _ H transition for a normal
H-discharge. Three linea of !light are showD
in the inserted Asdex cross-section.
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Fig:2 Iso-emissivity lines showing the plasma cross-section in USX light for maximum P
(t=1.225 s) and later in time during the impurity accumulation phase (t=1.25 s) for a H·
discbarge. /( r = 0) increases from 0.5 to 1.5 W/ cm3 during thi! time.
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Fig.4 Calcu lated averaged perpendicular flow velocity in units of ID-I m /s in Asdcx versus
the poloidaJ rotation parameter 6, using H -type temperature and densi ty profiles.
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L" ig.3 Calculated poloidal variation of the relative impurity density in Asdex.
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